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Abstract 
We obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for an orientable n-plane bundle 77 over a 
manifold M” of dimension II = 8k + 1 with k > 1 satisfying certain conditions to have 
span(q) > 5 or 6. Using a method of least indeterminacy due to Browder when 77 is the 
tangent bundle and A4 is a spin manifold satisfying w,(M) = 0 and u,,(M) = 0 when k is 
even, we show that the top-dimensional stable obstruction to the existence to five or six 
linearly independent vector fields is trivial. We also obtain a variant of the Browder-DuPont 
invariant which might be a candidate for a new invariant for a spin manifold M. In 
particular, when dim M = II is congruent to 9 mod 16 and n > 9, if M is 3-connected mod 2 
with w,(M) = 0, then span M > 4 implies span M > 6. 
Keywords: Six-fields; Browder-DuPont invariant; Steenrod agebra; Cohomology operations 
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1. Introduction 
Let M be a closed, connected and smooth manifold of dimension n = Sk + 1, 
with k > 1, assumed to be orientable. Let 77 be an orientable n-plane bundle over 
M. We shall investigate the existence of five or six linearly independent sections of 
17. 
Recall that for a closed, connected and orientable manifold N of dim p with 
p = 1 mod 4, the mod 2 Kervaire semi-characteristic x2(N) is defined by 
xZ( N) = c dimZZH’( N, 2,) mod 2. 
2i<p 
Consider now the tangent bundle of M. We shall verify Thomas’s conjecture [23] 
on the span of M for the case of five or six fields, and for IZ = 9 mod 16. 
Theorem 1.1. Let M be a closed, connected and smooth manifold of dimension 
n = 8k + 1 with k & 2. Suppose M is 3-connected mod 2 and that w,(M) = 0. 
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Assume that if n = 1 mod 16, then the 4kth Wu class v,,(M) = 0. Then 
(a> span Ma 5 if and only if &v,,_,(M) = 0 and ~~00 = 0, 
(bjspanMa6 y d z an only if w~~_~(M) = 0 and ~~(A41 = 0. 
For the existence of 2-fields on orientable M, the reader is referred to [3, 
Theorem 1.11. (See also [8] for a proof in the spirit of [22].) For the existence of 
3-fields and 4-fields on orientable M the reader is referred to [7, Corollary 14.20 
and Theorem 15.181, [15] and also [22, Theorem 1.11. This is a good place to clarify 
Corollary 5.4.11 of [15] for the case of 4-fields and spin M with dim M = 1 mod 8. 
f(U(rM)) = 0 does not follow from the fact &XV,)) = 0 as suggested there. We 
shall in due course give a proof of this by using the method of least indeterminacy 
introduced by Browder [4]. 
We shall use a modified Postnikov tower through dimension n (n-MPT) for the 
fibration 7 : BSO(n - t) + BSO(n) or Y? : BSpin(n - t) + BSpin(n), t = 5 or 6, to 
study the sectioning problem for an orientable or spin n-plane bundle n over M. 
We denote the first two stages of the n-MPT for 7 or iT as shown in the 
following diagrams: 
Throughout the paper we shall assume that M is a closed, connected, ori- 
entable and smooth manifold of dimension 8k + 1 with k & 2. All cohomology 
shall be ordinary cohomology with mod 2 coefficients unless otherwise specified. 
2. 5frame fields 
We refer to Appendix A for the n-MPT for r : BSO(n - 5) + BSO(n). Con- 
sider the nonstable k-invariant kg. We shall use a nonstable secondary cohomol- 
ogy operation to identify it. Consider the nonstable cohomology operations of 
Hughes-Thomas type associated with the relation in the mod 2 Steenrod algebra 
ti 
tr: Sq%$k + Sqr(SqskSqr) = 0 (2.1) 
on cohomology classes of dimension < 8k + 2. Then we have the following: 
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Theorem 2.1 [21, p. 1081. Let p1 : E, + BSO(Sk + 1) be the first stage of the 
(8k + l)-MPTfor r : BSO(Sk - 4) + BSO(8k + 1). Let U(E,) be the Thorn class of 
the (8k + l)-plane bundle over E, induced by p1 from the universal orientable 
(8k + l)-plane bundle over BSO(8k + 1). Then U(E,). kg E l,(U(E,)). 
Theorem 2.2 (Mahowald [8, Theorem 2.21). Let M8k+1 be a closed, connected, 
orientable and smooth manifold satisfying w~~_~ = wgk = 0. Then 
k&A =xz(W .PCL, 
where p E H8k+1(M) is a generator. 
Let 77 be an orientable (8k + l)-plane bundle over M. Assume that the Stiefel- 
Whitney classes 6wsk_J(v), ~~~_~(r]) and wsk(q) are trivial. We can realize the 
k-invariant kg separately for any orientable (8k + l&plane bundle 77 over M so 
long as w2(q) = w,(M). Note that Indetsk+‘(ki(q)) = 0. 
We would also like to realise the obstruction k:(T) for a spin (8k + l)-plane 
bundle q. For this we shall need a stable cohomology operation 12, of Hughes- 
Thomas type associated with the relation 
&: Sq4Sqn-3 + Sq2Sqn-l + Sqn-lSq2+ Sq1(Sq7sq’) = 0. 
This operation satisfies 
(2.2) 
Sq4b8k-3 ” bk-3 E l2( b,k-3) (2.3) 
where b,,_, is the fundamental class of Ysk_3 which is the principal fibration over 
KCZ,, 8k - 3) with classifying map (Sq’, Sq2)L8K_3 and ~s,_s is the fundamental 
class of KG?,, 8k - 3). 
Then using (2.3) and the admissible class theorem [ll] we can easily derive the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. Let p1 : 8, + BSpin(8k + 1) be the first stage of the (8k + I)-MPT for 
F : BSpin(8k - 4) + BSpin(8k + 1). Then 
(2.4) 
We would like to use the additive property of l2 to compute the operation on 
the tangent bundle of M. Since Sq” - ’ = Sqsk and neither Sq2A nor Sq8kSq1A are 
in general trivial where A + t*A = i5 = g*(U(M)) mod 2 (U(M) is the Thorn class 
of the tangent bundle of M and g : M x A4 + T(M) is the map that collapses the 
complement of a tubular neighbourhood of the diagonal in M x M to a point, t is 
the map that interchanges the factors of M x M), we shall have to evaluate 
LJ#J(M)) by a different method, the method of least indeterminacy introduced by 
Browder [4]. 
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To realize k:(q) and k:(v) we shall need the following twisting cohomology 
operations $4, 6, and 4 with twisting given by ~~(77) associated with the following 
relations in _M(K(Z,, 2)): 
$4: c+‘Sql)=o, (2.5) 
6,: (Ly’sql).((Y.sql)+sql.((Y.sql.(Y)=o, (2.6) 
where (Y = (1 @ Sq2 + ~~ CQ 1) and Lo is the fundamental class of K(L,, 2), and I,& is 
described in the next proposition which is proved in Ng [14, Proposition 2.71. 
Proposition 2.4. The operation (&,, 6,) can be chosen such that it is trivial on U(j), 
the Thorn class of the universal j-plane bundle of BSO( j). In particular 6, is chosen 
such that 6, = &o Sql, where 6, is a twisted operation associated with the relation 
&: a*a+.sq’+YSql)=O. (2.7) 
Furthermore, the relation 
I+$: ff * 6, + sql - & = 0 (2.8) 
holds and there is a twisted tertiary cohomology operation J5 associated with (2.8) 
such that 4, is trivial on U(j). 
Proposition 2.5. For w8k_6 E H 8k-6(BS0(8k - 4)) we have (0, 0) E 
(64, &XW!3-6, w2) c HBk-2(BS0(8k - 4)) @H sk-1(BS0(8k - 4)). Hence w8k_6 
E Hske6(BS0(8k + 1)) is a generating class 1181 for the pair (k:, 0) E IIgkP2(El) 
CB H8k-‘(E,) via the operation (&,, 6,) with twisting given by w2. 
The proof of Proposition 2.5 is similar to that of Proposition 2.8 of Ng 1141 and 
is omitted. Following the argument in Ng [14], the following can be easily proven. 
Proposition 2.6. For w8k_6 E Hsk-‘(BS0(8k - 4)), 
OE&(W~~_~, w2) ~Hs~-~(BS0(8k-4)). 
Thus p7(w,,_,) E H 8k-6(E1) is a generating class for kf E Hak-‘(E2) via J5 with 
twisting given by w2. 
We are now in a position to state our main result. Suppose that Sq2 : H2(M) + 
H4(M> is a monomorphism. Then we have 
(i) (Sq2 + w,(M). )H 8k-3(M) = Hskel(M) and 
(ii) (Sq4 + w,(M) * )H 8k-3(M) = Hsk+‘(M) if also w,(M) # 0. 
Note that w,(M) f 0 implies that Sq2H 8k-1(M) = Hsk+‘(M). Thus if w,(M) # 0, 
Sq2 : H’(M) + H4(M) is a monomorphism, M is l-connected mode 2 and if 
w2(q) = w,(M), then the indeterminacy of k2(q) is given by 
Indet”-3~“-2~“-1~“-‘~“~“(M, (k:, kz, kz, kz, kg, k:)(q)) 
= {(Sq2+ w2(M) +I x EH’~-~(M; Z)) 
xHsk-l(M) x {0} x {0} xHsk+‘(M) X (0). (2.9) 
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Theorem 2.7. Let Mskil be a connected, closed and smooth manifold of dimension 
8 k + 1 with k > 2 satisfying : 
(i> M is l-connected mod 2 and w,(M) # 0, 
(ii) y* = 0 if and only ify = 0 for ally in H*(M), 
(iii) (Sq* + w,(M). )HSkp4(M; Z) = (Sq* + w,(M). )Hskp4(M>. 
Let 77 be an (8k + l)-plane bundle ouer M with w2(q) = w,(M) and ~~(7) = w,(M). 
Then span ?J > 5 if and only if SW&&v) = 0, w+2(7) = 0, 0 E &4(w+6(q), 
w,(M)) and 5@(v)) = 0. 
Proof. Condition (i) implies that the primary obstruction to the existence of five 
linearly independent sections of n is (6wsk_&n), ~s~_~(n)). But conditions (i) and 
(ii) imply that the indeterminacy Indet(M, k*(v)> is given by (2.9). Thus we have 
(k,2(T), 0, 0, 0, 0, kg(T)> E k*(T). By Theorem 2.1, k,$q) = 0 if and only if 
5@(n)) = 0 mod u o zero indeterminacy. Condition (iii> implies that the indetermi- 1 
nacy of k:(v) and the indeterminacy of $4(wskp6(n), w2(n)) are the same. 
Therefore, by Proposition 2.5, 0 E k;(q) if and only if 0 E $4(wsk_6(T), w2(n)). 
The connectivity condition on M implies that the remaining obstruction is k:(T). 
But condition (ii) implies that the primary piece of the indeterminacy of k:(q) is 
Hskpl(M). Therefore, if k:(T) is defined, 0 E k:(v). This proves the theorem. 
0 
Applying the above theorem to the tangent bundle of M we have: 
Theorem 2.8. Let Msk+l be a connected, orientable, closed and smooth manifold 
of dimension 8k + 1 with k > 2 satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 2.7. 
Then span M > 5 if and only if 6w,,_,(M) = 0, w,,-,(M) = 0, 0 E $4(~8k_604), 
w,(M)) and x2(M) = 0. 
Proof. This follows from Theorems 2.7 and 2.2. c] 
Remark 2.9. If we replace condition (ii) in Theorem 2.7 by 
(ii)’ Indetsk-’ CM, k:(v)) = Indetsk-l(M, &, w2U4N, 
then with all the other conditions on M unchanged, following Theorem 2.7 we 
have span 71 > 5 if and only if 6w8k_4(n) = 0, wsk_2(77) = 0, 0 E $4(w8k_6(n), 
w2(n)), 0 E &(w8k_4(q)Y wz(n)), l@(n)) = 0 and 0 E $~5(w8k_6(n)Y w2(?7)). 
Now we turn our attention to the case of a spin bundle. Suppose n is a spin 
(8k + l)-plane bundle over M with w4(n) = w,(M), M is spin and l-connected 
mod 2. Then the indeterminacy of k*(T) is given by 
Indet”-3,“-2,“-1,n-1,n,n(M, (k:, kz, ki, kz, kt, kg)(q)) 
= {Sq*x 1 x E H8k-4 (M; Z)} x {Sq*y I Y E H8k-3( M)] 
x 101 x 10) x 101 x (01. 
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Consider now the stable secondary cohomology operation #Q associated with 
the relation in the mod 2 Steenrod algebra: 
&: sq2sq2 + Sq1(Sq2Sq1) = 0. (2.10) 
Then following the proof of Proposition 2.5 we have 
Theorem 2.10. The operation C& can be chosen to be spin trivial. In particular, for 
w8k-4 l H 8k-4(BSpin(8k - 4)), 0 E &(~s~_~) c Hsk-‘(BSpin(8k - 4)). Hence 
WSk-z, in H 8k-4(BSpin(8k + 1)) is a generating class for kz E H8k-1(Z?I) uia the 
operation I#Q. 
Let +4, +,5 and +!J~ be the untwisted cohomology operations corresponding to 
&4, & and $s respectively. Then they can be chosen to be spin trivial and such 
that the analogue of relation (2.8) holds. Then the following is proved in [18, 
Proposition 4.51. 
Theorem 2.11 [18, Proposition 4.51. (i) The class ygk_6 in Hgk?Bspin(8k + 1)) is a 
generating class for the pair (kf, 0) in HgkP2(E,) CB H8k-‘(Z?,) via the operation 
(647 CM. 
(ii) The class fiT(wS&6) in H 8k-6(g:1) is a generating class for kz E H8k-1(g’,> 
via the operation ti5. 
Theorem 2.12. Let Mgk+’ be a closed, connected, l-connected mod 2, smooth spin 
manifold of dimension 8k + 1 with k > 2, and let 77 be a spin (8k + l)-plane bundle 
satisfying ~~(7) = w,(M). Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) Sq2H8k-4(M; Z) = Sq2HgkP4(M), 
(ii) Sq’HSkM2(M) G Sq2HgkP3(M), 
(iii) Indetsk-‘04, $.J = Indetsk-‘(M, k:(T)). 
Then Span(?7) 2 5 if and Only if 6w,,_,(q) = 0, w&I-2(~) = 0, 0 E ~.&wsk__6(~)), 
0 E &(w8k__4(~)), ll(u(q)) = 0, lz(u(77)) = 0 and 0 E &(wgk_,&~)). 
The proof of Theorem 2.12 is similar to that of Theorem 2.7 using Theorems 
2.10, 2.11, 2.1 and 2.3. We omit the details. 
Remark 2.13. If w4(n) # w,(M), then trivially 0 E k;(q). The analogue of the 
above theorem holds with the condition 12(U(q)) = 0 deleted. 
Now in the next section we shall consider the case when n is the tangent bundle 
and is a spin bundle. 
3. The spin case 
Now we are going to describe the ideas of Browder as described by DuPont [51 
and Sutherland [17]. Let N be sufficiently large. Let v,,+~ E H”+l(BSO(N)) be the 
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(n + l)th Wu class. Let K : B(v,+,) + BSO(N) be the principal fibration with 
k-invariant v,, + r. Let y be the canonical N-plane bundle over BSO(N). Let 7 be 
the induced bundle over B( v,, r> induced by K. Now in general if CT : E + BSO(N) 
is any fibration let 7 be the canonical bundle over E induced by r. Let n be a 
stable bundle. Then an E-orientation is a lifting (Y : 7 + 7 of n to 7. Following 
Sutherland [17] we call a B(v,+r )-orientation a Wu orientation. Let X be an 
S-dual of (a finite skeleton of) the Thorn complex of 7, T(y). Then in the 
terminology of Browder [4], T(y) is part of a Wu spectrum and X is part of the 
corresponding Wu cospectrum. Then we have the following facts: 
(A) HN(T(y)) z Z, and XSqnf’ is trivial on HN( T(y)). 
We now choose dimensions so that HNf2”(X) is dual to H,(T(T)). Then 
(B) HN+2n(X) = Z, and Sq”+’ is trivial on HN+n-l(X). 
Fact (B) is seen as follows. The S duality pairing 
(Sqn+l x, u(r)> = (x, xSqn+lU(y)) = (x, u(r) .vn+J = 0 
for all x E HNf”-l(X). It follows that Sqn+’ is trivial on HN+n-‘(X). Before we 
describe the spin case, we shall describe the Browder-DuPont invariant. 
Let T and v be the tangent bundle and stable normal bundle of M”. Then it is 
easily seen that 2v is Wu orientable. We shall choose (later) a Wu orientation that 
factors through a symmetric (see below for a definition) Wu orientation of v x v. 
Let CY :2v + 7 be a Wu orientation and T(cr) : T(2v) --f T(y) be the corresponding 
map on the Thorn complexes. Let 5 be an n-plane bundle over M stably bundle 
equivalent to r. By choosing a trivializing of 5 @ v, we can specify an S-duality 
between T(2v) and ZN(T([)), where 2 denotes suspension. We now fix an 
S-duality between X and (a finite skeleton of) T(y). Then the S-dual of T(a) is a 
map g : X + _ZNT([> called an X-orientation of 5 in the terminology of Browder 
[4]. Let U(t) : T(t) -+ K, represent the mod 2 Thorn class of 5. Let f : X + _ZNK, 
represent the composite f = ZNU(t> 0 g. Let L be the fundamental class in H”( K,). 
Then f*(ZN~) = 0 because f*(ZN~) = g*(ZNU(t))*(ZNb) = 0 since g is S-dual to 
T(a) and (T(LY))* is trivial on HN+n (T(y)). (See DuPont [5, p. 2101.) Since Sqn+’ 
commutes with the suspension homomorphism, trivially Sq”“(_ZNL) = 0. There- 
fore the functional cohomology operation Sq;” is defined on _ZN~ E HN’“(ZNK,) 
and Sq;+l(ZN‘) lies in H N+2n(X) = 77,. This is a variation of the invariant 
introduced by Browder. It depends on the choice of trivialization of v @ 5 and also 
on the choice of the Wu orientation for 2v. (For a discussion of this, see DuPont 
[5] and Sutherland [17]. We shall not need the refinement of this definition.) Now 
for a spin bundle we shall need to restrict the choice of E-orientations to 
symmetric ones to ensure that the analogue of the map f induces the trivial 
homomorphism on H*CZNK,) in dimension N + 2n. 
Let A be a complex. Let t be a spin vector bundle over A. Let t : 5 x g + 5 x f 
be the bundle map interchanging factors. 
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Definition 3.1. An E-orientation cy : 5 X 5 + 7 is symmetric if (Y and (Y 0 t are 
equivalent (i.e., homotopic through bundle map). 
Let z: 5 CB g + C x 5 be the natural map covering the diagonal map of A. Let 
r’ : E -+ B(v,+,) be the principal fibration with k-invariant (w,, w,, ~~_i). 
In the remainder of this section we shall assume that A4 is a l-connected spin 
manifold satisfying w,(M) = 0 and that if n = 8k + 1 = 1 mod 16, Vet = 0. Now 
if v,,(M) = 0, then vn_i(v x v) = 0. Also if M is a spin manifold of dimension 
rr = 9 mod 16, and satisfying w,(M) = 0, then ~~~04) = ~~~_~),~(A41 = 0. Thus 
following Sutherland [17, Proposition 2.1 and the proof of Proposition 2.2, p. 1031, 
we have: 
Proposition 3.2 (Sutherland [17, Proposition 2.11). There exists a symmetric E-orien- 
tation of u X u. For any two symmetric E-orientations of Y X v, cxl and CQ, the 
E-orientations (Ye 0 z and (Ye 0 d of v @ v are equivalent. 
We now repeat the construction above. Let rrE = 7 0 r’. Let -yE = rrg(y) = 
‘rr’*(q> and let p’ : -yE + 7, pE : yE -+ y and p : 7 + y be the natural bundle maps 
covering r’, rTTE and GT respectively. Then pE = p 0 p’. By Proposition 3.2 we have a 
symmetric E-orientation LY’ :v X v + yE. The following diagram is commutative. 
Then we have the following composite of maps between Thorn complexes. 
T(2u) 
3 T(” x V> T’oCI, T( yE) TV) 
- T(y) 
Let X and X’ be the S-duals of T(y) and T(yE) respectively. Let g’ : X’ + Z:NT(() 
be the S-dual of T(a’ 0 z) : T(2v) -+ T(yE) and h’ : X+X’ the S-dual of T(p’). 
Now assume that A4 is a spin manifold and 5 an (8k + 1)plane bundle stably 
equivalent to the tangent bundle of M, rM. Then since 5 is oriented, it has an 
integral Thorn class c(‘<s> for 5. Then let U(t) = r 0 c(e): T(5) + K, be the mod 2 
Thorn class of 5, where r is reduction mod 2. Let i be the mod 2 reduction of the 
fundamental class of KG?, n). Let f’ = ,Z”~(l<s>o g’ :X’ + ZNK(Z, n). 
Proposition 3.3. The functional cohomology operation Sq;,+l is defined on ZNi and 
Sq;P+l<ZNi> E HN+2n(X’) E Z,. 
Proof. Since Sqn+l commutes with suspension, trivially Sq”+’ is zero on Z”‘i. Now 
f’*($‘?) =g’*(ZNIJ(e)) = 0. The last equality is seen as follows. The S-duality 
pairing ( g’*(ENU(e)), HN+” (T(y&)) = (-ZNU(5), T(z)* 0 TW)*HN+“(T(yE))). 
Since cy’ covers a homotopy symmetric map h : M x A4 + E, h 0 A induces a zero 
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homomorphism of H”(E) into H”(M). Therefore T(a’ 0 x)*HN’“(T(yE)) = 0. 
Thus g’* vanishes on ,ZNU(E) and so Sq;,+l(ZNL) is defined. 0 
Proposition 3.4. The indeterminacy of Sqf ““(zNi) is trivial. That is 
(1) f’*H N+2”(ZNK(Z, n)) = 0, 
(2) Sqn+lHN+n-l(X’) = 0. 
Furthermore, 
(3) Sqn-lHN+“+l(Xt) = 0; Sq4ffN+2n-4(x~) = Sq2ffN+2”-2(x’) = 0. 
Proof. (1) HN+2n (ZNK@, n>) = H2”(K@, n)) 2 (&/(&‘Sq’)),‘*, where L* is the 
fundamental class of K(Z, n). Thus 
(Irn f’*)N+2n = (.@v(-Qw)),f’*(~N~*) 
= (~/(~~q’))ng’*(~NU(5)) = 0. 
This proves part (1). 
(2) Now the S-duality paring 
(W’+lHN+“-l (X’)? HNWYE))) 
= HN+n-l(X’), XSqn+‘HN(T(yE))) ( 
= HN+n-l(X’), U(yE), r;(u,+,))=O. ( 
Therefore (2) follows. 
The proof of part (3) is similar to that of part (2) and is omitted. q 
Now we apply the above construction to our situation. Assume now that M is l- 
connected mod 2 and spin with &V,,_,(M) = 0 and x2(M) = 0. Then span (M) 
>, 3. Thus the tangent bundle 7M = I @ 3 for some spin (n - 3)-plane bundle 5. By 
Proposition 3.4(3), the interdeterminacy IndetNf2”(X’, 12) = 0. Now g’* is 
monomorphic in dimension N + 2n and so since l2 is stable, 12(U(~M)) = 0 if and 
only if f2(l?NU(~)) = 0 if and only if g’*f2GNU(7)) = 0. Thus since g’*C2(ZNU(7)) 
= L2(g’*zNU(T)) = 0 because g’*xNU(7) = 0, L2(U(7)) = 0. Thus we have proved: 
Theorem 3.5. Suppose Mgk+’ 1s a spin manifold of dimension n = 8k + 1, with k > 1 
satisfying w,(M) = 0, w,_&M) = 0, w,_~(M) = 0. Suppose that if n = 1 mod 16, 
then the Wu class Vet = 0. Then [2(U(~M)) = 0 module zero indeterminacy. 
Remark 3.6. (1) In proving the above theorem the essential ingredients are that g’* 
is a monomorphism in dimension N + 2n and that it is trivial on ZNU(7,) and 
also that Sq”-’ should be trivial on HN+“+‘(X’). Now if M is l-connected mod 2, 
trivially Sq” - ’ is trivial on HN+n+l(X’) since v,_,(~v) = 0 for any chaise of X’. 
Also if we take CY :2~ + yE, where yE is the induced universal bundle over E and 
r: E -+ BSOCN) is the fibration with k-invariant (w,, v,_~), and (Y need not be 
symmetric, then the S-dual of cy, g’* is trivial on ZNU(~,) since r* is onto in 
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dimension n. However if we kill off w4 as well, then Sq’v,_ i = vn+i = 0 and r* 
would not be onto. Hence we are unable to drop the symmetric condition and 
therefore also the condition v~,+(M) = 0. 
(2) If we take r’ : E + B(v,+ 1 > to be the principal fibration with k-invariant 
(wz, w,), then using the first Peterson-Stein formula for secondary cohomology 
operations we have: 
g’*&( Z”U( 7)) = Sq”_l (Sq#%vU( 7)) = (Sq”-iSq2)f’ D &f( lP+31Yn_3) 
= Sq;r:;(2N+%~_3) + (Sq4Sq”-3)f’~g’(~‘N+3~~_3) 
where G,,_3 is the reduction mod 2 of the fundamental class of Y, _3, p,, _3 : Y, _3 
-+ K(h, n - 3) is the principal fibration with k-invariant Sq2LnP3, L,_~ is the 
fundamental class of KG?‘, n - 31, and f’ : XNT(r,> + ,ZN’3Y,_3 is the compos- 
ite, f’=.Z N+3f3 0_X”p, where p : T(T~) + Z3T(l) is the natural homeomorphism 
and 0 : T(l) + Y,_, is a lifting of the Thorn class of t to Yn_3. Now M has 
James-Thomas number 2. Therefore by Sutherland [17, Corrolary 2.81, the Brow- 
der-DuPont invariant Sqiai, <ZN’3~~_3> =x2(M) = 0. Hence g’*L2(ZNU(r,>> = 
g’*Sq;&sq”-3‘zN+3~~ -3 >. This could be a candidate for a new invariant. 
Theorem 3.5 together with Theorem 2.12 give us the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.7. Suppose M 8k + 1 is a l-connected mod 2 spin manifold of dimension 
n = Sk + 1 with k > 1 and w,(M) = 0. if n = 1 mod 16, then assume that the Wu 
class Use = 0. Suppose that M satisfies 
(1) Sq2H8k-4(M; Z> = Sq2H8k-4(M), 
(2) SqlH 8k-2(M) c Sq2H8k-3(M) and 
(3) Indetsk-‘(M, I,$) = Indetsk-l(M, kf(TM)). 
Then span M 2 5 if and Only if 6Wgk_@) = 0, W8k-2(M) = 0,O E 44(W8k_6(M)), 
0 E 43cw gk&4)), x204) = 0 and 0 E &(wgk_,&M)). 
We have actually proved the following: 
Theorem 3.8. Suppose M 8kf1 is a spin manifold of dimension n = 8 k + 1 with k 2 1 
and w,(M) = 0. If n = 1 mod 16, then assume that the Wu class u,,(M) = 0. 
Suppose that M satisfies 
(1) Sql : H1(M) -+ H2(M) is monomorphic and 
(2) SqlH 8k-2(M) G Sq2H8k-3(M). 
Then span(M) 2 4 if and only if w~~.._~(M) = 0, wsk(M) = 0, 0 E 43(~sk_4(M)) 
and x2(M) = 0. 
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4. 6-frame fields 
We refer to Appendix B for the n-MPT for 5 : Bspin(n - 6) + BSpin(n). To 
simplify the indeterminacy argument we shall assume that M satisfies the follow- 
ing three conditions: 
(Al) x2 = 0 for all x eH3(M> 
(A2) Sqly = 0 and y2 = 0 for ill y EH*(M), 
(A3) Sq’ : H1(A4> + H2(M) is a monomorphism. 
Proposition 4.1 (Thomas [18, Proposition 4.51). (i) The class w8k-6 in 
HBkW6 (BSpin(8k + 1)) is a generating class for the pair (kt, 0) in H8k-2(I?I) @ 
H8k-1(l?1) via the operation (c$~, c$J. 
(ii) The ciuss fiT(w8k_6) in H 8k-6(l?1) is a generating class for kf E H8k-1(l?2) 
via the operation rCrs. 
Moreover the operations (+4, &) and Gs are chosen to be spin trivial. 
The following is proved in Ng 113, p. 4311. 
Proposition 4.2. The class w8&8 E H 8k-8(BSpin(8k + 1)) Ls a generating class for 
ki E HBk-‘(l?,> via the twisted operation 6, with twisting given by w, associated 
with the relation in z&K@,, 4)): 
where y=1@xXSq4+~4@l,e=(l@,Yq4+~4@11) and cu=Sq2Sq’L4@1+L4@ 
Sq*Sq’ + Sq1L4 ~3 Sq2 + 1 C+ Sq4Sq2Sq1. Moreover 6, is chosen to be spin trivial. 
Now if M is a spin manifold satisfying conditions (Al)-(A3) and 77 is a spin 
n-plane bundle over M with ~~(7) = w,(M), then 
Indetn-3,“-2,“-1,“,“(M, (k;, k:, kg, ki, k:)(q)) 
= {0} X {0} xHBk(M) x {0} x (0). 
Also Indetn-3T”-2((+4, $J, M) ’ t 1s rivial. Then the following theorem is a conse- 
quence of Propositions 4.1, 4.2 and the generating class theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose M 8k- ’ is a spin manifold of dimension n = 8k + 1 with k > 1 
satisfying conditions (Al)-(A3). Suppose 77 is a spin n-plane bundle over M satisfying 
We = w,(M). Suppose 
IndetBk-‘( M, I+$) = Indetskel(M, k:( 77)). 
Then Span ?-/ 2 6 if and Only if wSk-4(7) = 0, W8k(T) = 0, 44(w&6(q)) = 0, 
&(w8k-_8(v)y w,(M)) = 0, ll(u(q)) = 0, f;(u(?7)) = 0 and 0 E &‘5(w8k-_6(q)). 
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Theorem 4.4. Suppose A4 8k + ’ is a spin manifold of dimension n = 8 k + 1 with k > 2 
satisfying w,(M) = 0 and the conditions (Al)-(A3). If n 3 1 mod 16, assume that 
the Wu class ~~~04) = 0. Suppose 
Indetsk-‘( M, &) = Indetsk-‘( M, k:( TM)). 
Then span Ma 6 if and only if wsk_‘$(M) = 0, w,,(M) = 0, 44(w,k_6(M)) = 0, 
<bT(wsk+(M)) = 0, 0 l &( w,,_,(M)) and x2(M) = 0, where (b7 is the untwisted 
operation corresponding to &. 
Proof. This follows from Theorems 4.3 and 3.5. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. If M is 3-connected mod 2, then the conditions (AlHA3) 
are satisfied. Trivially, w,,_.,(M) = 0, +,(wsk_&M)) = 0, &(wsk_&M)) = 0 and 
~5(~ak-6(M)) = 0. Th ere f ore part (a) follows from Theorem 3.7. 
Also if M is 3-connected mod 2, the conditions of Theorem 1.1 imply that all 
the conditions of Theorem 4.4 are fulfilled and so part (b) follows similarly from 
Theorem 4.4. 0 
Appendix A 
The k-invariants for the (8k + l)-MPT for 7 : BSO(Sk - 4) + BSO(Sk + 1) are: 
k; = 8wSk-4, 
k: = wSk-2, 
k: = w8k, 
k;: (Sq2 + W2 +W,,_, = 0, 
k;: (sq’ + W2 ‘)W&2 = 0, 
kg: (Sq4 + w, $jw,,_, + (Sq2Sq’ + W3 *)W,J,& = 0, 
k,2: (Sq2 + w2 *)Sq’w,,_, + Sq’wgk = 0, 
k : : ( sq4 + w, *)wfJk_2 + sq2w,, = 0, 
kg: (Sq2 + w2 .)wsk = 0 (nonstable), 
k;: (Sq2 + w2 *)k; = 0, 
k;: (Sq2Sq1 + w3 .)k: + Sqlk; + Sq’k; = 0, 
k;: (Sq2 + w2 *)kz” + Sq1k,2 = 0, 
k4: ( Sq2 + w2 .)k; + Sqlk; = 0. 
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Appendix B 
The k-invariants for the (8k + l)-MPT for ?T : BSpin(8k - 5) -+ BSpin(8k + 1) 
are: 
k: = W8k-4, 
k:=w,,, 
k;: Sq*Sq’w,,_, = 0, 
k;: (Sq” + w~.)w~~_~ = 0, 
k;: (Sq4 + w4 -)Sq1w8k_4 + Sqlwgk = 0, 
k;: (Sq4 + w, -)Sq2w8k_4 + Sq2w8, = 0, 
k:: Sq2w8, = 0 (nonstable), 
k;: Sq2k; = 0, 
k;: Sq2Sq’k,2 + Sq1k,2 = 0, 
k4: Sq2k: + Sqlk; = 0. 
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